This document gives comments on 2 suggestions of those from WG2N4650 and WG2N4667. China agrees with other suggestions or comments from WG2N4650 and WG2N4667.

We do NOT agree with the suggestion that the middle part of Tangut character U+17CF0 (SC2 N4399 ISO/IEC 10646:2014 DAM2 ballot) should be changed, whereas the left component should be changed as following pictures:

![Tongyin (《同音》) 图片](image)
Chongjiao Tongyin（重校同音）_51_07_01

Tongyi（同义）_30_08_14
2. We AGREE that “186A2 should be removed, and 186A3..187ED moved to 186A2..187EC. 186A1 should use the 186A2 glyph for consistency with 186A0, and its source reference should be changed to L2008-0523-4565.”
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